
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

So I brought him back to the point by asking him the question in so
_______ words.
1.

many

A poor poem or essay does not do _______ harm after all; nobody reads it
who is like to be seriously hurt by it.
2. much

One can hardly understand how such little creatures can be gifted with so
_______ intelligence, or instinct, as some choose to call it.
3.

much

There was great joy on both sides, and they were happy for _______ days.4. many

He has too _______ sick children to think about.5. many

He had not been there _______ weeks when he disappeared.6. many

Life holds not _______ moments such as these.7. many

He brings to the task a store of practical experience in settlement work
gathered in _______ parts of the country.
8.

many

Not that I make _______ work, for I'm really resting, but I haven't done so
much solid reading for years.
9. much

You've had your own way too _______ years.10. many

Death hath so _______ doors to let out life.11. many

He joined her, and still had _______ questions to answer.12. many

To _______ men it will suggest many things.13. many

He was silent for a moment, thinking of his little son, dead _______ years
ago.
14. many

I had to do _______ miles on my bicycle.15. many

As I rubbed, he ran his nose against my hand with a slight snarl; but I was
too greatly excited at the time to pay _______ attention to the circumstance.
16.

much
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Swan was startled, but he hadn't _______ time to worry over the
possibility of having been overheard.
17. much

It was not near the surface, but a good _______ feet above.18. many

In a century of perpetual, or at least implacable, war, _______ courage,
and some skill, must have been exerted for the defence of Britain.
19. much

In discharging it, _______ aid was expected from the head of the
treasury.
20. much
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